Therapeutic Drug Monitoring of Antidepressants.
For a number of antidepressants in current clinical use, concentrations in serum or plasma are a more reliable index of target drug concentrations than is dosage. For such drugs, therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) may be a useful clinical guide for the purpose of maximizing the likelihood of favorable therapeutic outcome while minimizing the probability of clinical ineffectiveness or adverse side effects. TDM is of greatest benefit when a therapeutic range of serum concentrations has been well established. Even if such a range is not definitively determined, TDM can be of help in situations in which patients are refractory to therapy despite adequate or high dosages, when adverse events supervene even with low doses, or when noncompliance with the intended dosage plan is suspected. Serum antidepressant concentrations from TDM should be interpreted in the full context of the patient's demographic characteristics and clinical status, along with an understanding of the pharmacokinetics of the medication being taken, the timing of the sample in relation to the dosage regimen, and the specific laboratory assay procedure. TDM measurements may be costly, and the potential benefits of the information need to be weighed against the cost to the patient or to the health care system.